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WELCOME
What a year 2020 has been!
Despite the many adversities we
have faced this year, it is important
to also reflect on the many
positives that have happened and
achievements that have been
made.

One of our favourite things to come
of this year at Beacon was the
creation of this Student Newsletter
– something that, had lockdown
not happened, may never have
been created!

We have been so proud of the hard
work our Student Leadership Team
have put in to each issue and are
sad that this will be their last one.
Do read the leaving interviews from
our team to hear their thoughts on
all that they have accomplished.

It goes without saying we will all be
celebrating a slightly different
Christmas this year, but that
doesn’t mean we need to skip on
the festivities! Check out our
Christmas bakes to get you in to the
festive mood. Please send a picture
of your festive bakes to
l.miller@beacon-academy.org to be
featured in our February issue!

Also in this issue…

Our Student 
Leadership Team’s 
final issue and KS3 
Science winners!

• A letter from our Student Leadership Team

• Positive News and Acts of Kindness

• Goodbye from our Student Leadership 
Team

• Staff Interviews

• Secret Santa Festive Challenge

• Bakes, perfect for Christmas!

• A person who inspires me

• KS3 Science Competition Results

• Film & Book Club news

• Healthy Selfie competition

• Thinking of others as well as ourselves

And more!

mailto:l.miller@beacon-academy.org


Dear Beacon Students,

Before we start talking about the well-known clichés such as ‘we are in this
together’ and ‘stay strong and keep your head up high’, we would first like to
say a monumental well done and congratulations to every single one of you.
Over the past term and a half, you have all shown immense levels of
resilience, hard work and adaptability. Each and every one of you has coped
so well with all the new restrictions, and we cannot express how thankful and
impressed we are with everything you are doing.

At first we all found it difficult to adapt to wiping down desks and wearing
face masks, but very soon you all managed to successfully modify your
routines in order to make our school environment as safe as possible. You
have all come a very long way since the beginning of the pandemic crisis in
March, and we would like to encourage you to continue doing your best no
matter the difficult circumstances!

Soon we will emerge from the second lockdown, meaning that hopefully
more shops will open and you will have the opportunity to socialise more
with friends. However, we would very much like you to take the potential
easing of restrictions seriously, meaning that we really want you to make sure
that you maintain all social distancing regulations and be very aware that you
are not putting yourself or anyone else at risk. The introduction of a second
lockdown has proved that we have not yet conquered the pandemic, so we
still need to do our part in our everyday lives to successfully minimise the
spread of the virus and keep everyone as safe as possible.

A letter of support from our Student Leadership Team



On a different note, we, the Student Leadership Team, will soon reach the
time where we must pass on the baton to the new team composed of Year 10
students. Although we didn’t achieve everything we hoped to (due to a very
obvious reason!), we have achieved and created other things which are far
more special than our initial aims. We hope that, through these newsletters,
we promoted unity and made everyone feel like they were not alone in this
battle against the pandemic. We very much hope that during the peak of the
outbreak, you all excitedly awaited the fresh newsletter to be published each
Friday afternoon and anticipated the newsletters that were still to come. We
thank everyone who was inspired by our bake ideas and decided to use the
newsletter to influence some of their own activities while in lockdown. We
hope that our cheesy jokes and weekly positive news happening around the
world put a smile on your face or just simply made you let out a small
chuckle.

Looking back on our Student Leadership journey, we can all reflect on the fact
that we have come a long way since the team was composed at the start of
January. We would all like to sincerely thank you for being part of our journey,
and we will certainly be very sad when we have to say goodbye to our roles.
Hopefully, we leave a long-lasting legacy in the form of our weekly
newsletters, and it would be an honour to be remembered as the team who
helped you make it through lockdown.

Once again, we would like to congratulate you all on the resilience and
perseverance you showed in the last couple of weeks. Times are still very
uncertain, and it’s ok to feel down at times, but please always remember that
you are not alone in this fight against the pandemic. With Christmas fast
approaching, we hope that you can safely spend time with you loved ones
and make sure to give them all love and support. We hope you enjoy our
Christmas article and there’s also plenty of your much loved articles in this
week’s edition.

This may seem as a very anti-climactic final thought, but please make sure to
continue wearing you face masks and maintain social distancing from other
year group bubbles. Please also make sure to follow government guidelines
both in and out of school.

Stay safe and keep showing resilience,

From the Student Leadership Team

Written by Boris Tsonev, Prefect



I hope that this section of our newsletter has provided you with a little bit of positivity 
and happiness, even for a moment. I have loved researching these stories and hope you 
have enjoyed reading them!

Positive News and Kindness This Week  

•The government will also subsidise electric bikes
as part of their plan to make the UK greener. They
hope this will double the number of bike journeys
made in the country by 2025.
•The Square Mile in London is to be powered by
a solar farm in Dorset. The plans involve installing
95,000 solar panels and is estimated to generate
enough electricity for at least 25 years!

•The charity for homeless people, Crisis, has launched a new program to tackle
homelessness. They are seeking social enterprises to fund and support solving
homelessness on a societal and individual level.
•The United Arab Emirates has announced reforms to the country’s legal system,
including tougher punishments for crimes against women. This is a massive step forward
for gender equality in the country.
•Although the US election was between two white men, there was a record number of
Native American women elected to the House of Representatives, including Sharice
Davids, Deb Haaland (Democrats) and Yvette Herrell (Republican).
•Furthermore, Sarah McBride will become the first transgender state senator after
winning Delaware.
•A plant previously thought of as medically useful has been found to not only stop the
growth of breast cancer cells, but do so without damaging surrounding healthy cells.

Written by Maisie Greening, Deputy Head Student

•The government has bought forward a ban on petrol and diesel cars to 2030, making it
one of the most ambitious targets in the world for reducing carbon emissions from cars.
•A second vaccine for coronavirus has shown ‘encouraging’ signs. The University of
Oxford found that the vaccine triggered a strong immune response in one of the most
vulnerable groups - over 60s.



Saying Goodbye to our Student Leadership Team of 2020

Each year it is sad to say goodbye to our Student Leadership Team, but this sadness is
always overridden by the pride I have in each team and all that they have
accomplished.

This year has been no exception. Despite adversity, the team continued to pull
together and find new ways to support the student body of Beacon and fulfill their
roles as our Student Leaders.

So, to this year’s Student Leadership Team: the biggest of congratulations, I am
incredibly proud of you all and shall miss working with you. However, this isn’t quite
the end as I know you will help me build up our new team who will be starting their
roles in January. You are all brilliant and I hope these opportunities over the last year
will give you memories to last a lifetime.

Written by Miss Miller, Head of Personal Development

Ethan Simm, Head Student

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?
I have learnt to make the best of every situation.

What advice would you give to the next Student Leadership Team?
I would tell the next student leadership team to keep communicating throughout the
team as this is key and to absolutely go for it. A year is shorter than you think!

The initiative and maturity
this team have shown
demonstrated all the reasons
why they were elected for
their roles. Our 2020 team
have not only remained
positive and set an example
to the rest of our school but
have also kick started some
incredible initiatives such as
this newsletter, our Year Six
introduction booklet and
many other videos, speeches
and guidance to motivate and
inspire their fellow students.

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the Student 
Leadership Team?
My proudest moment as being part of the student leadership team was 
on the completion of the video we created during lockdown.



Sophie Woodhams, Deputy Head Student

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?

I have learnt the importance of politeness because there were times when members of
the team disagreed over different points and you had to point out when ideas were
impractical or needed a little more thought. However, you had to do this in a polite and
respectful way so no one felt hurt or excluded which takes a lot of self-control but is a
vital lesson.

What advice would you give to the next Student Leadership Team?

My advice would be to always remember who your target audience is. So, when you’re
thinking about an idea, make sure it is going to appeal to the people you’re aiming it at
and how your message will come across. Also, be creative with ideas - don’t be afraid to
offer improvements on how messages to the school could be conveyed.

Orla Harris, Head Student

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?

This year I have learnt how strong and important our school community is. Although we

could not see each other face to face, you all continued to work hard, stay optimistic

and support one another.

What advice would you give to the next Student Leadership Team?

I would advise that you all work together to share the workload. For example, you

should rotate who does the minutes, and ensure everyone has an equal amount of jobs.

You should support each other if someone is struggling to complete their work. You

could give them advice or even ideas for their task.

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the

Student Leadership Team?

I think our proudest moment as a team was the creation of the

newsletter. We feel that this newsletter was a big step for our

team as we could not complete our original goals due to

lockdown. We are happy to see that the newsletter is being continued after we hand 

over our roles to the new student leadership team, however it will be termly instead. 

Our team are very grateful for all the contributions you provided to our newsletter, and 

we hope you enjoyed reading it. 

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the Student
Leadership Team?
My proudest moment would be when we spoke to different people
(such as local business owners and school trustees) about how to
improve the school. Unfortunately, because of Covid we weren’t
always able to build on those meetings but I feel proud to have made
suggestions which will hopefully better the school environment.



Maisie Greening, Deputy Head Student

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?
I have learnt how to communicate within a team and how important this is in terms of 
getting things done. I have also learnt a lot about my own abilities and have grown in 
confidence.

What advice would you give the next team?
I would tell the next Student Leadership Team to be confident in themselves and their 
ideas, especially when talking through plans for what you would like to achieve during 
your year on the team. I would also say enjoy it as it goes very fast!

Bethany Russell, Prefect

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?                                             
Being a part of a team really. I am a very independent person and learning how to 
communicate in a team situation has been vital and hopefully a skill I will continue to 
develop now this has given me a starting point. 

What advice would you give to the next Student Leadership Team?                                  
BE YOURSELF! In a team there are so many roles and people who are all beautifully 
individual. Do not try to force yourself into something you are not and allow yourself the 
position to grow. You will soon find your feet and fit into the puzzle. These things take 
time and that is okay. But most importantly of all: have fun with it! 

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the Student
Leadership Team?
In the last year, I am most proud of not only creating this newsletter,
but also producing a video during lockdown to keep our school
community alive. I really enjoyed seeing how it had inspired other
students to send in what they had been doing at home to pass the
time.

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the Student

Leadership Team?

I think my proudest moment of Student Leadership Team was my staff

interviews I conducted over the lockdown period and this term. They

were so fun and uplifting and it was amazing to get to know the

teachers a bit more (they are not as boring as you may suspect!). Overall, I conducted 23

staff interviews and they were so much fun to do!



Boris Tsonev, Prefect

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?
Over the past year, I have learnt to always be ambitious and participate in every
opportunity; always promote and make a change in the school as it definitely pays off in
the future.

What advice would you give the next team?
The advice I would give to the next Student Leadership Team is to always make sure your
voice is heard and contribute to every aspect of your role.

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the
Student Leadership Team?
My proudest moment has probably been collectively working on
the video for the Year 6 Open Mornings. I loved the process of
shooting each section, and later seeing it all come together to form
a very informative resource.

Libby Davies, Prefect

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?
My role has shown me that I can be part of a well-functioning team and I can work co-
operatively with others to achieve a common goal.

What advice would you give the next team?
I would advise the next student leadership team to enjoy and take pride in their new
roles! While it may seem a bit daunting to be the face of the entire student body, at the
end of the day you get the satisfaction of knowing that you will have directly improved
the school experience of many people who look up to you.

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the
Student Leadership Team?
My proudest moment as a student leadership team this year was
seeing all the responses we had from other students about our
newsletter. We would be sent pictures of the lovely looking cakes
and other crafts that people had made after being inspired by
our newsletter and that never failed to put a smile on my face!



Yasmine Razaq, Prefect

What have you learnt through your role over the past year?
I've learned a lot through taking up this role, but some of the most important things
have been communication, how meetings work and working as part of a team.

What advice would you give the next team?
For the next student leadership team I would say just try to enjoy it and contribute in
any way that you can. I know that it can be quite stressful at times but remember
that you're still learning and that is hard sometimes.

This term Miss Owen delivered an assembly on how to keep active during the
lockdown.

During the first lockdown it was revealed that only 12% of young people met their
guidelines of exercising for 60 minutes a day or more. It is really important we
remember to keep active throughout our entire lives as physical activity is a bodily
requirement to maintaining good health. There are so many benefits of exercise such
as, reducing anxiety and depression, improving memory and concentration,
maintaining a healthy weight, improving physical fitness, making friends and improving
confidence.

A survey carried out by Hallam University has shown that 76% of children who are
active rated themselves as confident whereas only 36% of children who are inactive
rated themselves as confident. Luckily the government has lifted the restrictions on the
sport and leisure industry and even counties in Tier 3 are allowed to open sport and
leisure facilities to allow people to maintain their physical and mental health. We have
been so impressed with our students who have been keeping themselves active at
home and sending in their healthy selfies to the PE department.

There will be a winner in each year group for the best healthy selfie, so please continue
to send in your photos until the end of term!

Team Beacon Get Healthy with their Selfies!

What has been your proudest moment as a member of the
Student Leadership Team?
My proudest moment on the student leadership team has probably
been writing the newsletter. I felt like it was a really good thing to
do as it meant that everyone got to contribute in their own way.



This year has been a little bit tough and I think its fair to say we all deserve a
little bit of fun in our lives. So go ahead and try to guess these five influential
Secret Santas.

4: 44th

1: Founder of nursing
2: ‘Everybody 

is a genius’

5: Divorce beheaded 

died divorced 

beheaded survived 

3: ‘To be 

or not to 

be’

Secret Santa Festive Challenge!

Written by Ethan Simm, Head Student
Answers:

1: Florence Nightingale 2: Albert Einstein 3: Williams Shakespeare 4:Barack Obama 5: Henry VIII



If you’re looking for something to get you in to the festive spirit this December, why not try 
one of the recipes below!

Gingerbread Men

I really like this one as it is quite simple and effective. I've personally always loved decorating gingerbread, 
and I think it would be something fun to do in order to keep up the holiday spirit.

Ingredients

350g/12oz plain flour, plus extra for rolling out

1 tsp bicarbonate of soda

2 tsp ground ginger

1 tsp ground cinnamon

125g/4½oz butter

175g/6oz light soft brown sugar

1 free-range egg

4 tbsp golden syrup

To decorate

Writing icing

Cake decorations

Method

• Sift together the flour, bicarbonate of soda, ginger and cinnamon and pour into the bowl of a food 
processor. Add the butter and blend until the mix looks like breadcrumbs. Stir in the sugar.

• Lightly beat the egg and golden syrup together, add to the food processor and pulse until the mixture 
clumps together. Tip the dough out, knead briefly until smooth, wrap in Clingfilm and leave to chill in 
the fridge for 15 minutes.

• Preheat the oven to 180C/350F/Gas 4. Line two baking trays with greaseproof paper.

• Roll the dough out to a 0.5cm/¼in thickness on a lightly floured surface. Using cutters, cut out the 
gingerbread men shapes and place on the baking tray, leaving a gap between them. For decorations, 
use a skewer to make a small hole in the top of each biscuit.

• Bake for 12-15 minutes, or until lightly golden-brown. Leave on the tray for 10 minutes and then move 
to a wire rack to finish cooling. When cooled decorate with the writing icing and cake decorations.

Christmas Bakes!



Festive popcorn 

I also like this recipe as I personally think that you can't really go wrong with popcorn, and this seems like a 
good way to mix up the usual seasonings with something more festive

Ingredients

• 1 tsp vegetable oil

• 50g/1¾oz popcorn

• 2 tbsp cocoa

• 1 tsp ground ginger

• 3 oranges, zest only

• 3 tbsp runny honey

Method

• Heat the oil for 20-30 seconds over a medium heat in a large lidded saucepan. Add the popcorn, cover with a lid and 
cook for a few minutes, until it has all popped, giving it a shake halfway through.

• Tip the popcorn into a bowl. While it is still hot, sieve over the cocoa and ginger, then sprinkle over the orange zest and 
drizzle on the honey. Mix well and serve.

Veggie Sausage Rolls

Finally, I wanted to add a savoury recipe. These are a good snack at any time of year, and are quick to make too.

Ingredients

• 175g/6oz crustless day-old wholemeal bread, torn into pieces

• 10g butter, for frying

• 2 leeks (150g/5½oz trimmed weight), thinly sliced

• 6 sage leaves, finely chopped

• 2 tsp fresh thyme leaves

• 3 free-range eggs, 1 beaten for egg wash

• 120g/4oz Parmesan (or alternative vegetarian hard cheese), grated

• 100g/3½oz manchego (or alternative vegetarian hard cheese), grated

• 500g/1lb 2oz pack all-butter puff pastry

• 1 tsp plain flour, for dusting

• 50g/1¾oz frozen cranberries

• salt and freshly ground black pepper

Method

• Preheat the oven to 200C/180C Fan/Gas 6. Line two baking trays with baking paper.

• Whizz the bread in a food processor until you have fine breadcrumbs. Transfer to a mixing bowl.

• Melt the butter in a frying pan over a medium heat. Add the leeks and gently fry for 4–5 minutes. Add half the sage and 
thyme and fry for 2 minutes, or until softened but not coloured. Add the leeks to the breadcrumbs and season with salt 
and pepper.

• In a separate bowl, whisk together three eggs, add the cheeses and remaining sage and thyme, season with salt and 
pepper. Tip into the breadcrumb mixture and mix well. Using your hands, form the mixture into two even-sized balls. 
Roll these balls between your palms into two 30cm/12in-long sausages.

• Roll out the pastry on a lightly floured surface until you have a 30x30cm/12x12in square. Cut the square in half 
lengthways to form two rectangles. Lay one of the sausages down each rectangle. Sprinkle over the cranberries. Take 
the first rectangle and fold one side up over the filling. Brush beaten egg down the other edge and fold it over the top 
and press lightly to seal the join. Repeat with the second rectangle of pastry.

• Turn the two long sausage rolls seam-side-down. Using a sharp knife, cut each length of pastry into eight even-sized 
sausage rolls. Make two small slits in the top of each one, taking care not to cut right through. Brush all the sausage 
rolls with beaten egg, then place on the prepared trays.

• Bake for 30 minutes, or until golden-brown and cooked through.
Recipes collated by Yasmine Razaq, Prefect



A Person Who Inspires Me

Liz Bonnin is a biochemist and wild animal biologist
who has presented many science, wildlife and natural
history programs. She has appeared on television in
both Ireland and the UK. Some programs she has
presented in, that you may recognise, include; ‘Blue
planet live’, ‘Drowning in plastic’ and ‘Galapagos’.

Liz was born in 1976 and moved to Ireland at the age of nine. Later in life
she completed a Masters in wild animal biology. Liz’s arrival into presenting
and entertainment began after she took a year after university to travel
with her band. She ended up presenting the IRMA Music Awards for RTÉ in
Ireland, leading to the many other program presenting jobs.

As she is a woman in STEM, she is a big inspiration to me. This is because
there has always been a significant lack of women in scientific fields. So, as
someone who hopes for a future career in science, I find her success very
encouraging. I hope some of you find Liz Bonnin as inspiring as I do, and I
urge you to look more into her accomplishments.

Written by Orla Harris, Head Student

Book recommendation

Written by Libby Davies, Prefect

This term, I recommend you to read "I am the messenger"
by Markus Zusak (he wrote The Book Thief, my last
recommendation too!). A young man, Ed, accidentally
intervenes in a bank robbery and he becomes somewhat of
a small-town hero. He doesn't think much of it until he
receives a playing card with an address on. What will he
find when he goes to the address? Who sent him the card?
Why did they send it? I'm in the middle of reading it now
so I can't speak for the whole story but I'm currently loving
following this awkward guy on his mysterious journey of
cryptic notes and secret midnight excursions.



Staff Interviews

Miss Barnshaw, Teacher of Psychology

It can explain things that happen in our everyday life like why we forget things, why
we might change our opinion to agree with our friends or why we might develop a
phobia of spiders!

Do you have a favourite aspect of teaching?
My favourite part of teaching is being in the classroom with the students. I love
teaching a ‘shocking’ study for the first time and watching how the students react. I
feel very proud seeing their knowledge and skills develop over the two years as they
become ‘psychologists’.

Do you have any hobbies or interests? (can be recently started or things you’ve had
as hobbies for a long time)
I enjoy going on long walks over the forest and watching any form of crime related
documentary. I like cooking new meals and baking (when it goes to plan!). Recently, I
have been learning how to make my own Christmas Wreaths which has been fun.

What are two things you love about Beacon?
The great relationships between staff and students.
The culture of respect and kindness.

Finally, one word you would use to describe yourself:
Committed.

Why do you teach your subject?
Psychology is a fascinating subject because it is the study of the
mind and human behaviour. Who wouldn’t want to learn about
how our brain works! I have loved it since I was at school and I
hope to share my passion for the subject with the students I
teach. One of the best things about Psychology is that it can
help you understand yourself better and those around you.



Mrs Kennedy, Head of History 

Why do you teach your subject?

My personal favourite topic to learn more about is the reduction of powers of the

monarchy and growing power of parliament, particularly during the English Civil War

(hence why I also teach politics at the Sixth Form!) There are so many topics I love to

teach but one of my favourites must be medieval monarchy – there are so many fun

stories to tell.

Do you have a favourite aspect of teaching?

I have a couple. I love the research side of teaching – so the planning, wider reading

and looking at the bigger picture of the courses I teach. I am an academic at heart so

would love to go back to university one day! My absolute favourite though is the

questions you all come up with in lessons – you never cease to amaze me with where

your brains go. I often get asked “don’t you get bored teaching the same topics every

year?” and I can honestly so no, because the questions you ask and the personality you

bring to the class room creates the flow of the lesson.

Do you have any hobbies or interests? 

I love being outside – fresh air can solve any problem in my eyes. I also really enjoy

cooking. I have just started watching Bake Off for the first time this year so I am trying

to teach myself how to bake (it isn’t going very well.) I like reading books that challenge

conventional thinking – so exploring themes like feminism, race and politics. I am not

very good at sitting still so I keep myself quite busy! Oh and I have an unhealthy

obsession with house plants. My flat basically resembles a jungle.

What are two things you love about Beacon?

My favourite thing is the community. It is such a warm, welcoming, and inclusive space. 

I feel really supported in the work I do (being a teacher can be tough sometimes you 

know!) 

I also love working with the staff in humanities – we are like a little family. Also, you can 

imagine the fun sharing an office with Mr Arthur and a classroom with Mr Braidwood. 

Finally, one word you would use to describe yourself 

I am really competitive. It is a point of pride in my household that no one can beat me 

at Mario Kart. 

Inquisitiveness mostly. I was always that relentless child that
asked their parents “but why?”. History is one of those subjects
which you can get lost in. One new piece of evidence leads you to
want to learn something else. I am really passionate about never
stopping learning and I think history as a subject gives you such a
broader understanding of the world around you, and there will
always be a topic which someone will find interesting.



Mr Whittaker, Teacher of Maths

Why do you teach your subject?

I think over the years maths has unfairly gained itself a bad reputation as boring

amongst many people and I feel an important aspect of my job is to help reinvigorate it.

Topics such as algebra can always seem very daunting when first looked at but with

enough practice, I’ve known students not only to appreciate its real-world practicality

but also really enjoy using it to solve problems.

Do you have a favourite aspect of teaching?

My favourite aspect of teaching is the moment a pupil tells you that they “finally

understand” how to do something. Teaching is such a rewarding career and knowing

that I’ve taught someone something they didn’t know before is beyond gratifying.

Do you have any hobbies or interests?

I really like sport. I’m fond of running, watching and playing football and improving my

cueing in snooker.

I enjoy cooking. I think it is so much better for you to make your own food instead of

getting a packet of something and sticking it in the microwave. I do a mean Shepherd’s

Pie and my Katsu Curry is second to none!

I also love music. If I ever need some time to unwind after a busy day, I will regularly get

out the guitar or keyboard and hone my craft.

What are two of the things you love about Beacon?

The culture – I always think I am very fortunate to teach at Beacon, where the vast

majority of pupils are so polite and the staff are exceptionally kind, helpful and will

always go the extra mile. Having an environment like this is so crucial in creating the

best possible atmosphere for pupils to not only learn all they need to pass crucial

exams, but to prepare them for a life beyond school.

I also really like the food!

Finally, one word you would use to describe yourself

Enthusiastic. I couldn’t expect my students to be enthusiastic about maths if I wasn’t.

Interviews conducted by Bethany Russell, Prefect

I teach maths because it is a subject that I have always been

interested in and fascinated by. Ever since becoming a teacher

it has always been my goal to share that interest and

fascination with every pupil I teach and show them how maths

can be used every day.



This year I ran our first science competition for Years 7 and 8. There were several categories
for students to choose from with the aim of stretching their knowledge on content they
have learnt this term in their science lessons.

I received so many entries and the standard was incredibly high so I enlisted the help of
the science department and head of years to judge.

Congratulations to our winners in Year 7: Kalina Larionova, Ethan Smith, Henry Stubbings,
Matthew Jones and Lola Brooks.

Congratulations to our winners in Year 8: Charlie Bills, Lily Chapman, Elliot Turner, Tom
Kendrick, Kimberley Stevens, Chloe Clarkson and Isabel Londesborough.

I look forward to the next competition!

Written by Miss Goad (Head of KS3 Science)

The results are in for Beacon’s Science Competition!



Thinking of others as well as ourselves: Finding light 
in the darkness of lockdown.

Looking back on 2020, I am sure we can all agree that through the adversity we have faced we
have learnt a lot. Many of us now find joy in the smaller things in life that we perhaps took for
granted before: being with those we love, enjoying a simple walk in the countryside or even
being able to come to school each day!

The same goes for this year’s Christmas celebrations. In the past, the theatres would have been
packed with families eagerly awaiting to cheer our favourite catchphrases of ‘He’s behind you!’
and ‘Oh no it isn’t!’, shoppers would be frantically scouring the high streets for the perfect gifts
to lay under the tree and ice rinks would be overflowing with skaters clinging to railings as they

try to edge their way around the ice without falling over.

At our school we proudly wear our school crest, which shows the emblem of a lit Beacon. Not
only does this reference the many Beacons that once lined the coasts to navigate sailors home,
but it also reminds us of the light we can bring to the lives of others and the hope we must
always hold on to, even during times like those we have experienced this year. So, with that in
mind we hope you enjoy your Christmas celebrations, however different they may be this year,
and from all of us here at Beacon, we hope you have a safe, healthy and happy Christmas.

Written by Miss Miller, Head of Personal Development

In many ways, Christmas this year is having the same effect
on our communities; Christmas lights and trees have never
gone up so early! The reason behind this is not just because
people have been back in lockdown and have nothing else
to do, but that these decorations and the thought of
Christmas being just around the corner brings hope.
Throughout history hope has been central to the celebration
of Christmas; not only do the festive lights provide relief in
the dark evenings of mid-winter, but the spirit of Christmas
lights the lives of many and brings a more positive outlook
to where there may not have been one before.

But if we take away all these festivities – what do we
have left? Our upcoming celebrations may be
uncertain and perhaps a little smaller than they have
been in the past, but we still have our community.
Despite being kept apart over the last year we have
found ways to stay connected with one another. Here
at Beacon, we began our Student Newsletter to keep
our own community united and across the country
households congregated on their doorsteps to
applaud our incredible NHS with the rest of their
local community. For many, these Thursday night
claps would become the highlight of the week as it
gave an opportunity to unite with other people and
come together for something positive.


